Sheet Notes: Elevations
A. Notes: Alphabetic sheet notes on this sheet are general notes; Numeric sheet notes on this sheet are referenced to the plan.
B. Coordination: Contractor shall coordinate this drawing with other contract documents.
C. Dimensions: See rough framing, w/o.
1. Interior Design Elements (e.g., doors, built-in, etc.)
   - sizing as noted, interior design by owner.
   - framing details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - ceiling height as noted, interior design by owner.
   - exterior elevations as noted, interior design by owner.
   - window details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - door details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - stair details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - roof details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - foundation details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - miscellaneous details as noted, interior design by owner.
   - electrical details as noted, interior design by owner.